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Phase diagram and critical phenomena of a frustrated Blume-Capel model with alter-
nating single-ion anisotropy ±D, nearest- and next-nearest-neighbour exchange interac-
tions with equal magnitude J are studied by the Monte Carlo simulations using Wang-
Landau sampling and nonequilibrium relaxation method. The collinear ordered phase
due to next-nearest-neighbour interaction and partial ordered phase due to alternating
anisotropy are conﬁrmed together with a paramagnetic phase. We obtained the numerical
results which strongly suggests that a single phase transition at D = 0 splits into two
Ising lines as soon as D is switched on. With the increase of D, the critical point of the
easy-axis sublattice stays on a usual Ising-like critical line while that of the easy-plane
sublattice passes through the tricritical point and the transition becomes of the ﬁrst order
as in the usual Blume-Capel model.
1. Introduction
The Blume-Capel (BC) model is a spin-1 Ising model with single-ion anisotropy D and
has a tricritical point where continuous and ﬁrst-order transition lines meet.[1] Extensions
of the BC model with inhomogeneous D-term have been studied theoretically for linearly
varying[2], random[3] and layer-wisely alternating[4] cases. Here we introduce a spatially
alternating D-term as another type of inhomogeneity.
In the quantum spin-1 chains, it is known that the alternation in D induces a period-4
antiferromagnetic phase which is accompanied by the ’frozen’ string order.[5,6] This phase
is realized due to the eﬀective next-nearest-neighbour interaction induced by the quantum
ﬂuctuation.[5] Such interaction introduces frustration even though the original model is
not frustrated. In this ground state, the Ne´el order on the easy axis sublattice and gapped
spin liquid on the easy plane sublattice coexist in a single phase. It should be noted that
the coexistence of the Ne´el order and the spin gap has been observed experimentally in
the rare earth compound R2BaNiO5 (R =rare earth) although the character of the spin
gap state is the Haldane state[7,8] unlike the model of ref. [5]. In the present work, we
investigate the two-dimensional classical counterpart of the model of ref. [5] introducing
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frustration by hand to mimic the quantum eﬀect. We call this model ’alternating D
Blume-Capel model’ (hereafter abbreviated as ADBC model).
2. Model
The interaction energy of the ADBC model is given by,
E = J1
∑
〈ij〉n.n.
sisj + J2
∑
〈ij〉n.n.n.
sisj +
∑
i
(−1)ix+iyDs2i , si = 0,±1, J1, J2, D > 0, (1)
Figure 1: Ground state phase diagram on the
D-J2 plane. Circles and squares are the sites
on +D-sublattice and −D-sublattice, respec-
tively.
where the ﬁrst and second summations
are taken over nearest- and next-nearest-
neighbour pairs of spins. The exchange
constants J1 and J2 denote the nearest-
and the next-nearest-neighbour coupling
constants, respectively. The lattice co-
ordinate of the i-th site is denoted by
(ix, iy). Thus the whole lattice is decom-
posed into two mutually intervening sub-
lattices with anisotropy parameters +D
and −D which are called +D-sublattice
and −D-sublattice, respectively.
We can determine the ground states of
the ADBC model as shown in Fig. 1. In
the present work, we especially focus on the
strongly frustrated case J2 = J1 = J > 0.
Since negative D-term favors the ordering
of the spins, the spins on the +D-sublattice
become disordered at lower temperature
than the spins on the −D-sublattice in the
range D/J < 2. Actually, we conﬁrm that
two phase transition lines exist in this range by mean-ﬁeld approximation. However, it is
not obvious whether these two transition lines split even for small D. In what follows, we
reveal its critical behavior quantitatively by numerical simulations.
3. Results
We calculate the phase diagram of ADBC model using the Wang-Landau (WL) sam-
pling [10] to evaluate the behavior of the ﬁrst-order transition. For present model, we
introduce the density of state g(E1, E2) as a function of two variables E1 and E2 deﬁned
as,
E1 =
∑
nn
sisj +
∑
nnn
sisj, E2 =
∑
i
(−1)ix+iys2i . (2)
Then the partition function is rewritten as
Z(T,D) =
∑
E1,E2
g(E1, E2)e
(K1E1−K2E2), (3)
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where K1 = J/kBT and K2 = D/kBT , respectively. The summation is taken over the all
possible values of E1 and E2.
In our calculation, the ﬂatness criterion for the histogram is 95% and is checked each
108 Monte Carlo sweeps and the range of E1 is limited to E1 < 0 since we focus on the
low-temperature behavior of ADBC model. This restriction reduces the simulation time
without loss of necessary information. Our simulation is carried out for square lattice
with linear dimension L = 12, 28, 32, 36 and 40 with periodic boundary condition. Figure
2 shows the phase diagram of the ADBC model on the D-T plane. The solid and dashed
lines represent the second- and the ﬁrst-order transitions, respectively. The tricritical
point is estimated as kBTt/J = 0.610 ± 0.002 and Dt/J = 1.965 ± 0.005. The values
almost coincide with that of the BC model[12]. At the point D/J = 0, the critical
temperature is estimated as kBTc/J = 1.574± 0.002.
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Figure 2. Phase diagram on the D-T plane.
Squares and circles are the transition points
of the −D- and +D-sublattice.
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Figure 3. The T − D phase diagram of
ADBC model for small D. Two solid line
are guide to the eye.
Due to the limitation of the system size in the WL method, however, it is diﬃcult to
discuss accurately whether the single transition at D = 0 splits into two transition lines
as soon as the ±D-term is switched on. To estimate the transition temperature without
ﬁnite size eﬀect, we employ the nonequilibrium relaxation(NER) method[13].
The transition temperatures of±D-sublattice are estimated at D/J =0.02,0.03,0.04,0.05
and 0.06 using 2000× 2000 system. We calculate 24 samples for each simulations which are
continued until 2048 Monte Carlo sweeps. The two transition points are plotted against
D for small D in Fig. 3. Considering that the characteristic energy scale of the present
model is determined by J , this result strongly suggests that the two transition lines split
as soon as the alternating anisotropy D is switched on.
The critical exponents β = 0.125±0.002 on both sublattices are almost equal to the two
dimensional Ising value β = 1/8 in the range D/J > 0 except for the close neighbourhood
of the point D = 0 (β = 0.120± 0.002) and the tricritical point (β = 0.04± 0.002). The
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numerically estimated values of other exponents increase from the value ν = 0.86± 0.01
and γ = 1.36 ± 0.04 at the point D/J = 0 and approaches the two dimensional Ising
values ν = 1 and γ = 1.75 with the increase of D. For the +D-sublattice the exponent β
decreases rapidly near the tricritical point and reaches β = 0.04 ± 0.002 at D/J = 1.96.
Other exponents start to decrease around the point D/J = 1.4 and approach the values on
the tricritical point ν = 0.60± 0.02 and γ = 0.99± 0.04. These exponents are close to the
critical exponents two-dimensional tricritical Ising model predicted from the conformal
ﬁeld theory β = 1/24 ' 0.0417, ν = 5/9 ' 0.556, γ = 37/36 ' 1.028.[14]
We may conclude that the overall behavior is consistent with the Ising universality class
as expected from symmetry consideration except for the point D = 0, tricritical point
(Dt, Tt) and the ﬁrst order transition line. The deviation of the numerically obtained
exponents from the Ising values in the regime (D,T ) ' (Dt, Tt) is due to the inﬂuence of
the tricritical Ising ﬁxed point. At D/J = 0, the present model can be regarded as two
coupled spin-1 Ising models each of which belongs to the Ising universality class. There-
fore it is expected to be on a Gaussian line with continuously varying critical exponent
as long as this is a second order transition line. Actually, it is widely accepted that the
spin-1/2 two-dimensional Ising model with nearest- and next-nearest-interaction has a
continuously varying exponent like the eight-vertex model[15] for large enough J2. There-
fore the deviation from the Ising values for D ∼ 0 would be attributed to the inﬂuence of
Gaussian ﬁxed point.
4. Discussion
We can interpret the phase diagram of this model in this regime in the following way:
The immediate split of two transition lines imply that the alternation of D is a relevant
perturbation. In the limit D → ∞, the spins on the +D-sublattice can take only si = 0
state and the spins on the −D-sublattice form a two dimensional Ising model with spin
1/2. Therefore the upper transition line belongs to the Ising universality class. The −D-
sublattice is ordered below the upper transition line. However, the mean ﬁelds due to
this sublattice staggered magnetization are cancelled on the +D sublattice. Therefore
the spins on the +D-sublattice behave as a usual BC model with positive D.
The region J1 ÿ J2 > J1/2 requires more delicate consideration. In the S = 1/2 J1-J2
Ising model, the possibility of ﬁrst order transition is suggested for J1 ÿ J2 > J1/2.[16] If
this is also the case for the present model at D = 0, the eﬀect of D would manifest itself
in a totally diﬀerent way.
Considering the recent progress in the technique of material synthesis, it would not be
unrealistic to observe the phases and critical phenomena predicted for this model. For ex-
ample, in the molecular-based magnets, the anisotropy can be controlled by changing the
constituent molecules.[9] Recently, the two dimensional networks based on Mn complex
has been synthesized. We thus expect it hopeful to realize the present model or related
models in real material in the near future.
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